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Rodinsky’s Room, Ronan Point, Derek Jarman, NATO 
Ion Grigorescu 
Stefan Bertlan – Apricot Tree, Malva neglecta and salvia officinalis (1977.1984) 
Constantin Flondor  - Sky and Earth 1980 

Let me live my American dream 
McDonalds, Michael, Notorious BIG 
George Bush, Coca Cola si MTV 
Hollywood, Mike Tyson, Iraq 
11 septembrie,what a shame,what a disaster 
FBI, CIA, Hamburger, Hot Dog 
Bill Gates, Windows, Microsoft 
Now,u dont go at "work",u go at "job" 
A few time ago u says "adidas" at feet of pig 
Chill man, janes english, no, 
We dont have anymore neighborhoods ugly,now we have 'ghetto" 
Raperii have flow, are underground yo 
Everything is "cool",nothing is"misto"(romanian word-like cool in english)
The women are "glam",the men are more" forte', 
They drink everytime "whisky" and they make like" superman" 
You need to be 'trend",another way is not a joke, 
'Is this the life"don't sound so good in romanian 
I can be what i want to be 
Losing my dignity 
Cause i got a lot of life in me 
Let me live my American dream 
Nadia Comaneci, Tiriac, Ceausescu 
Hagi, Dracula and thats'all know the rest 
We eat "kebab"(romanian sandwich) and then we go to make fitness 
Is not a problem...anyway everything is backwards 
The television made raiting,we have "dj" 
PUYA/amercian Dream 

Cover collage of ‘Hidden Bucuresti 
THREE GENERATIONS OF 
VISUAL ARTISTS 
 
 
• In conversations over several years with the artist and 
curator Mircea Nicolae suggested a number of artists 
working in Romania (and some important Romanian 
artists working through choice rather exile) who have 
(broadly and not necessarily in a polemical way) 
‘something to say’ about the current Romanian ‘urban 
condition’ . They can be grouped into three ‘generations’ 
and the development of this research will explore their 
work in more detail. Here there is just a brief summary of 
some key points and findings. 
 
• Generation C(eacescu) – Artists who worked through 
the 1980’s 
Ion Grigorescu - Untitled 
Ion Grigorescu –Still from Cross Axes 
Andrei Pandele 

Generation 89 – Artists maturing in the 1990’s  
 
• The artists of this generation cross the great 
divide – born and living as children in 
Communist Romania they were educated in the 
first years of freedom and several of them are 
now well represented- and travelled - in the 
modern art world with exhibitions and 
residencies across the world – and have (so it 
often seems) lost a sense of local relevance in 
their works.  
 
 
Stefan Constantinescu 
Stefan constantinescu – Infinite Blue 


Edge of empire 2008 
Inner Life 2010 
subReal/Iosif Kiraly and Calin Dan 
Iosif Kiraly 
Calin Dan – Sample City 
Mircea Cantor 
Mircea Cantor 
Stills from  
‘The Landscape is  
Changing‘  2003 
 
Mona Vstamanu and Florin Tudor 
Mona Vstamanu and Florin Tudor 
Mona Vstamanu and Florin Tudor 
Mona Vstamanu and Florin Tudor 
Generation 2000 – a new generation 
 
• I was talking to someone who was about to go University 
in 1989 to study history and philosophy when, of course, 
all the rules and the syllabuses changed – she chose 
instead to study English and French to bypass this 
confusion. For art students the world changed too – 
several of the radical artists of the earlier generations at 
the fringes became tutors and their work was seen again 
(though not widely – contemporary art practices are still 
marginal) and a new more radical generation for whom 
the communist year were at most part of their childhood 
memories 
• The novels of Mircea Cartarescu (b. 1956) are often 
situated, partly, in this ‘epoca de aur’  and translate it into 
a surrealistic wonderland (Nostalgia , 1989) for instance. 
 
Michele Bressan (b.1980, graduated 
Bucharest 2010) presents apparently normal, 
but somehow surreal images of everyday life                                                                                
I'm interested in documenting and re-
contextualizing a certain period, known as 
recent history, namely the last 30 years. The 
period's aesthetics acts as a laboratory from 
which I extract my images. In this logic, I 
attained a firm documentation of a barefaced, 
yet unobserved local life and compiled a 
personal aesthetic of these passing Romanian 
scenes 
Out of the Ordinary 
Elena Ciobanu (b 
1980)uses 
photographic images to 
confront the starker 
reality of the city:     In 
the beginning of 
January, I took with me 
the pre-cutted text from 
above and two large 
prints representing 
some close at hand 
tropical paradise 
islands. The images 
assumed the familiar 
vision of secluded rich 
territories, being 
typically both promising 
and enticing 

Bogdan Girbovan (b.1981) is another photography graduate of Bucharest 
Academy of Fine Arts                                                                                                                             
My entire existence feels like a permanent vacation. As alien as one can get to 
realism, reality is photogenic in itself to me. I never find myself in search of a 
subject, as subjects never cease to come my way. There are only not enough 
photo films, not enough time, not enough space and never enough funds to 
grasp it all.  
Vlad Nanca (b 1979, lives and works in Bucuresti) and is active across a range of 
media from photoworks to documented events and street-works all of which 
question and cross examine the everyday urban world in some way                                                              
From the early stages of his artistic production, Vlad Nancă has been taking photos 
of urban absurdities he was coming across on the streets of Bucharest. In these 
series, one may take notice of the ways the inhabitants of the city react to the lack 
or withdrawal of municipal infrastructure and regulations.  


Mircea Nicolae (b 1980) lives and works on Bucuresti, is a key figure as organiser of 
the informal group ‘Young Romanian Artists’ for whom he secured ICR support for a 
residency as a curator at the 2009 Venice Biennale and over several months arranged 
exhibitions of many new Romanian artists with a strong social commentary  Like many 
of his generation his work is situated in the relics and mysteries of contemporary 
Bucuresti,  
After two years of urban exploration, I left behind the deserted industrial sites that often 
resemble a film set from a Science-Fiction movie, in order to concentrate my attention 
on the interior of deserted houses furnished with old and used objects. Moreover, I 
began to intervene on some of the places I discovered 

  Mircea Nicolae 
  Romanian Kiosk Company 


studioBASAR  (Axel Axinte and Cristi Borcan, both b. 1979) is a small 
architectural practice who alongside their architectural work have persued 
theoretical and research based projects and exhibited and published as artists. 
The most recent is ‘ Evicting the Ghost- Architectures of Survival’ which examines 
a specific phenomenon of recent Romanian social history: nationalisation, 
retrocession, eviction.  
ARTISTS DO NOT WORK ALONE OR IN ISOLATION – LOOKING WIDER 
 
Though at the level of academic analysis it is quite feasible to focus on ‘works’ these are only 
socially important through their dissemination and circulation in debate and events. It is this 
discontinuity from the regulated years before 1989 that is perhaps most critical. In this section 
some of the ‘channels’ through which contemporary art interacts with contemporary society    ( 
albeit in the same limited ways and to limited audiences that is typical of the genre). 


---------------------------------------------------------
-------------- 
about 
---------------------------------------------------------
-------------- 
Centre for Visual Introspection is an 
independent platform generated by artists 
Anca Benera, Arnold Estefan, Catalin 
Rulea and art historian Alina Serban. 
Reacting critically to the restrictive 
institutional frameworks present within the 
Romanian cultural sphere, Centre for 
Visual Introspection was conceived as an 
independent centre for promoting the 
artistic production at the borders of 
cultural theory, research, architecture, 
design and sound experiment. The term 
“introspection” points CIV as an observing 
agency whose main focus is to develop 
specific models of interlinking the social 
space with the art space. 
---------------------------------------------------------
--------------
                                               
                                             
----------------------------------------------------------
-------------
                                                
                                            
Centre for Visual Introspection is a 
processed-based collaborative project 
engaged in an ongoing survey upon the 
condition of individual within the sphere of 
arts and politics. Thus, CIV functions as a 
mobile and mediating structure connected 
to the community life, which assumes the 
task of articulating a new cultural 
pedagogy that would shape differently the 
discursive space shared by both cultural 
producers and their audiences.  
A particular attention is dedicated to the 
research and theoretization of local artistic 
practices and discourses, addressing their 
specificities and cultural subjectivities in 
the light of recent political and social shifts 
taken place in Central and Eastern Europe. 
In this direction, Centre for Visual 
Introspection seeks to develop 
collaborative projects with a variety of 
partners, attempting to engage itself in a 
dynamic exchange with different local and 
international cultural producers. 









OMISSIONS, CONCLUSIONS. 
This paper is a first sketch, some first responses after five 
months part time work on an 18 month project and though there 
are many omissions and even the sources and artists quoted 
have only been briefly covered here. 
 
This paper has, for convenience, focussed on the visual arts and 
the next round of investigations need to extend the coverage 
especially to literature (both the better known and translated# 
novelists and poets and new and less familiar writers who are 
starting to address contemporary and ‘urban’ themes and 
issues# )film and popular culture.  
Vitale Butescu 
Oana Lohan – Fresh Bucharest 



But my interests in this topic are not only as a researcher, I am also (in Romanian terms) an 
‘urbanist’ – a town planner and urban designer and interested (and soon I hope through joint 
projects, also engaged with) the realities of urban planning in Romania and concerned to see 
how urban change and reality connects with this . My own previous research has led me to 
realise that the ‘languages’, the words, the images, the vocabulary that professions use can 
be very stultifying and limited59. But the worlds of the artist – though open and creative rarely 
engages with the professional business of shaping a changing world. Though it might. Brian 
Goodey, doyen of the fringes of British urbanism, a long while ago wrote a paper The Role of 
communication and the mass media in British planning 60 which included an original diagram 
which showed the role of the media – a model that could easily be extended to include artists 
and the arts as social communications. Fast forward to a seminar at Ion Mincu Urbanism 
department61 where the possibility of ‘a creative urbanism of dialogue’62 was being discussed 
around plans for the historic centre Bucuresti …..imagine how that creative urbanism of 
dialogue might be extended and enriched with a fraction of the ideas uncovered in this 
research. 
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